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Both parents and teachers play important role in developing the holistic development of a child. A child is the center of the educative process should be guided carefully to enhance their individual skills, traits, and attitudes to the fullest.

The values that were inculcated to the child will be their guiding tools in pursuing their goals in life. The good relationship of both parents and teachers will be their weapon in facing the trending world of change.

The continuous communication of the parents and teachers is vital in updating and guiding the children in their school performances. Responsible parenthood can be achieved if there is an open channel of communication that will enlighten the child in making various decisions for themselves.

The quarterly parent-teacher conferences should be attended by the parents to give feedback not only on the school performance as well as their traits and behavior that will affect their lives. Seminars on Parent – Learning System (PLSS) is a mean of breaking the barriers towards issues pertaining to the rights and privileges of a child. It is a must to guide the child thoroughly for them to develop self-esteem.

A well-guided learner is a key to be responsible and face the true meaning of life where he/she can enhance the God-given skills and talents. The uniqueness of the child to one another is one factor to be considered in understanding their strengths and weaknesses. As the child grows, we should be sensitive enough to their needs.

Parents and teachers should adapt to the trending world of technology – the new environment of the next generations. The harmonious relationship between parents and teachers will benefit
the child. Because a well-guided learner is the key to be responsible and face the true meaning of life where he/she can enhance the God-given skills and talents to the best that they can be.

Build a home where the child can express themselves freely for them to be motivated in facing the different struggles in life. Work hand in hand for their future.
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